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missing values. Furthermore, some other methods based on kmeans and fuzzy c-means clustering for incomplete data
imputation are proposed successively [10]. The basic idea of
these algorithms is to partition the data set using existing
clustering algorithms, and then the missing values are
evaluated through similarity analysis and weighted calculation
in the same classes. Hence, the accuracy of imputation is
significantly affected by clustering results. In order to
improve the imputation accuracy, many hybrid methods based
on clustering are proposed. Azim et al. presented a hybrid
model that uses multi-layer perceptron and fuzzy c-means
clustering working in sequence for data imputation [11].
Aydilek et al. utilized a fuzzy c-means clustering hybrid
approach that combines support vector regression and a
genetic algorithm to optimize the fuzzy clustering parameters,
cluster size and weighting factor [12]. However, there are no
methods can guarantee the 100% correct of the clustering
results, so the selection of candidate records for missing
values imputation is the crucial step. Moreover, most of the
existing clustering algorithms used in data imputation need to
specify the number of clusters, which makes them have no
generality. And with the expansion of data volume,
unsupervised learning and fast analysis are another two
challenges for the exploitation of data value in algorithms'
practical application.

Abstract—With the explosive increase of data volume, the
research of data quality and data usability draws extensive
attention. In this work, we focus on one aspect of data usability-incomplete data imputation, and present a novel missing value
imputation method using stacked auto-encoder and incremental
clustering (SAICI). Specifically, SAICI's functionality rests on
four pillars: (i) a distinctive value assigned to impute missing
values initially, (ii) the stacked auto-encoder(SAE) applied to
locate principal features, (iii) a new incremental clustering
utilized to partition incomplete data set, and (iv) the top k %
nearest neighbors' weighted values designed to refill the missing
values. Most importantly, stages (ii)~(iv) iterate until convergence
condition is satisfied. Experimental results demonstrate that the
proposed scheme not only imputes the missing data values
effectively, but also has better time performance. Moreover, this
work is suitable for distributed data processing framework,
which can be applied to the imputation of incomplete big data.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of information technology,
especially the great progresses of internet of things, social
networking and e-commerce, data is growing and being
accumulated at an unprecedented rate. However, incomplete
data accompanies the huge increase of data volume, and
degrades the data quality and usability, which makes the
research on missing value imputation attract more attention[1].

In summary, considering the local similarity of data set,
the accuracy of data clustering, the precision of incomplete
data imputation, as well as the algorithm's characters of
timeliness and no supervision, this paper presents a hybrid
missing value imputation method using stacked auto-encoder
and incremental clustering. Firstly, a value that different from
all the others in the data set is assigned to impute missing
values initially. Then the following steps are iterated until
algorithm's convergence is satisfied. Specifically, the stacked
auto-encoder is applied for feature selection, and a new
incremental clustering is utilized to partition incomplete data
set based on selected features. After that, the top k % data
objects that most similar to the target in the same cluster and
their weighted distances are used to refill the missing values.
Finally, the performance of SAICI is evaluated on five UCI
data sets by comparing with four high quality existing
imputation techniques—FIMUS [2], FCM [10], DMI [9], and
EMI [3]. Two evaluation criteria called index of agreement
( d 2 ), and root mean squared error ( RMSE ) are used. The
experimental results indicate that comparing to the existing
methods, the proposed SAICI can not only impute the missing
data values effectively, but also has better time performance.
Moreover, all the steps of SAICI are suitable for distributed

An early approach is to define the mean of all available
values of an attribute as the imputed value, which is used to
fill in the missing values of this attribute. Another method is
to remove all the records that contain missing values in the
data set. Comparing to the simple record deletion approach,
mean imputation can generate more erroneous outputs. But the
deletion of records can also reduce the usability of the data set
for statistical analysis and data mining [2]. More advanced
techniques are proposed to handle missing values imputation
in the following researches, such as expectation–
maximization(EMI), k-nearest neighbors, local weighted
linear approximation, Bayesian principal-component analysis,
support vector regression, neural network and some hybrid
schemes [3-8]. However, these methods use the whole data
set to impute a missing value, which cannot deeply take the
inherent similarity of local data into consideration. Rahman et
al. proposed a new imputation technique called DMI [9],
which uses an existing decision tree algorithm to classify the
incomplete data set. Then the EMI method is applied within
the records of each class separately for imputing numerical
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B.

Incremental Clustering
This paper presents a fast incremental clustering(IC)
algorithm for partitioning features gained by SAE, which can
obtain effective clustering results of the original data set.

data processing framework, which makes SAICI suitable for
imputation of incomplete big data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents a new incremental clustering method based on
stacked auto-encoder. Section 3 describes the imputation
algorithm SAICI. Section 4 gives the experiments and results
analysis, and conclusion is made in Section 5.
II.

Assuming there are n samples in the given data set, and
each sample has m attributes, namely D  {x1 , x2 ,..., xn } ,
A  {a1 , a2 ,..., am } . The IC method reads the first t records,
and sets them as the initial cluster centers. So the distances
between centers, which forms Center Matrix, can be acquired
by formula(4).

A NEW INCREMENTAL CLUSTERING BASED ON SAE

A.

Stacked Auto-encoder
As a kind of deep learning model, the research of stack
auto-encoder [13,14] has gained widespread attention. In this
paper, the SAE is used to extract principal features, which will
be applied to partition incomplete data set by exploiting a new
incremental clustering method. Most importantly, the
extracted features can ensure the accuracy of clustering.

Dis (c p , cq ) 

Then h will be mapped to actual output
decoding function:

According to minDis( xi , ct ) , xi will be treated in three ways.
If minDis( xi , ct ) is no smaller than the maximum
distance between cluster centers, setting
cluster center.

If minDis( xi , ct ) is no bigger than the minimum
distance between cluster centers, partitioning
cluster that is nearest to it.

z through

xi to the

Then the cluster centers and Center Matrix are updated. It
can be seen that the proposed IC method only reads data set
one time, and maintains a Center Matrix. Therefore, it is
advantageous in both space and time consumption. In addition,
the cluster centers updates dynamically in the clustering
process, which make the algorithm have good scalability.

(2)

f is a nonlinear activation function,   {w(1) , b(1) } ,
(1)
  {w(2) , b(2) } are network parameters, w , w(2) represent the
weight matrixes, and b(1) , b (2) stand for bias vectors.
'

AE trains the model parameters by minimizing the errors
between the actual output value of network z and input
value x . The cost function is defined as:
J AE W ( ,  ' )   L( x, z )    ij Wij2

xi as a new

If minDis( xi , ct ) is bigger than the minimum distance
between cluster centers and smaller than the
maximum distance, merging the centers between
whom the distance is smallest. What's more, xi is set
as a new cluster center.

(1)

z  f ' (h)  f ( w(2) h  b(2) )

(4)

 cqk ) 2

After that, for each record xi , IC calculates the distances
between it and all the cluster centers to get the minimum value
minDis( xi , ct ) , which means xi is nearest to center ct .

x to hidden layer

h  f ( x)  f (w(1) x  b(1) )

pk

k 1

Auto-encoder (AE) is one basic module of SAE, which
consists of input layer, hidden layer and the output layer.
Similar to the artificial neural network with single hidden
layer, it calibrates the network weight by minimizing the
errors between the network outputs and real values. The
characteristic of AE is that the input data are transformed
through the hidden layer, and reconstructed in the output
layer. In this way, the principal features can be hold in
hidden layer. When the number of hidden layer's units is
smaller than that of the input layer, the AE can be used for
attribute reduction. AE's structure is presented as follows.
Firstly, AE maps the input layer data
features h by encoding function f :

m

 (c

III.
A.

HYBRID SAICI APPROACH FOR INCOMPLETE DATA
IMPUTATION

SAICI Algorithm
The overall structure of the algorithm is shown in Figure 1.
In consideration of the local similarity, SAICI clusters the
incomplete data at first, and then the missing value is imputed
using records in its own cluster. However, the given clustering
method is useless for partitioning incomplete data, and its
accuracy can be affected by non-essential features. So the
distinctive value imputation technique is presented to initially
fill in all the missing values. And the SAE, including two
layers of AE, is utilized to extract principal features of
imputed data. Because SAICI iterates and updates
continuously, the initial imputation has little influence on final
results. Furthermore, the distinctive imputation gives the same

(3)

xD

L is a loss function, usually the squared difference
function.   Wij2 is a weight decay term, which prevents
ij

over-fitting.  represents attenuation coefficient.
In the training process of parameters for AE, backpropagation algorithm (BP)[15] is usually used to solve the
grads of cost function on the weight matrixes and bias vectors,
then optimization methods (e.g. gradient descent) are applied
to update all parameters. Thus, the SAE network model
consisting of multiple AEs can be obtained.
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3)

value to all the missing values, which can additionally reduce
the time consumption for setting initial missing values.

For each missing value rju in rj , we can evaluate its
imputation value using formula (7).
k

I   pi xiu

Imputation
Proportion of
missing values

Cluster

For the result of incomplete data clustering is not always
very accurate, the imputation using all the objects in the
cluster will reduce the imputation accuracy. Therefore, the
selection of k % most similar records can ensure the
imputation accuracy at utmost.

Clusters
>Threshold?

N

Y

Stacked Auto-encoder

IC
Feature
selection

Partition to
other clusters

...
...

Weighted distance imputation
of top k% nearest records

Y

Imputation
Stability?

Reconstruction
N. Updating

Incomplete
dataset

When all missing values are imputed, the error between
current imputation and previous imputation will be estimated
based on formula(8).

...

End

Dataset

...

Distinctive value
imputation

Reconstruction

...

err 

Figure 1. The SAICI algorithm

After training the stacked auto-encoder network, the IC
method is used to clustering the incomplete data based on
selected features. As we know, IC just processes each record
one time, and holds a dynamic Center Matrix. Also it
classifies the features after dimensional reduction. So both the
space and time consumption can be cut down dramatically.

m
m'

m

 (s

ik

 s jk ) 2 , sik

*фs jk

Complexity Analysis
As can be seen from the SAICI's structure that it mainly
includes four parts, namely incomplete data preprocessing,
feature selection, incremental clustering, and data imputation.
In the first stage, the whole data set is read one time, and each
missing value is set as a distinctive number. If there are n
records and m attributes for each record, the time complexity
is approximately O(nm) . In the stage of feature selection, the
SAE with multi-layer auto-encoder is assigned. Assuming
there are m input neurons and p hidden neurons for each
layer of SAE, the number of weight values would be 2mp .
Thus the time complexity for training this layer is nearly
O(n mp t ) , t stands for iterations. For incremental
clustering, it reads and processes each item one time. The time
complexity is O(nm ') , m ' represents the number of selected
features. In the fourth stage, the missing values are imputed by
the records in their own clusters. The calculation of Euclidean
distance is the major step, so the time complexity is
approximately O(nm) .

*

(5)

k 1

Dis(si , s j ) represents the distance between data object si and

s j . m is the number of attributes, and m ' is the number of
attributes, whose values exist in both object si and s j .
If the proportion is no bigger than

, the following steps

are implemented. For each record rj containing missing
values, the formula(5) is used to calculate the distances
between it and other records in the cluster, whose
corresponding attribute values are not missing. Then the
smallest k % distances are selected for weighted imputation.
The imputation process is as follows:

In summary, the overall time complexity of SAICI is

T  O(nm)  t '(O(n mp t l )  O(nm ')  O(nm)) . t ' is the
iterations of this algorithm, and l is the number of SAE's
layers. When n far larger than m , the time complexity is
approximately O(n) . That means the proposed algorithm has
good time performance. Moreover, all the major steps of this
method are suitable for the parallel framework of MapReduce,
we can extend it to fill in incomplete big data.

Assuming {dis1 , dis2 ,..., disk } are the smallest

k % distances between rj and {x1 , x2 ,..., xk } .
2)

IV.

The weights for imputation can be obtained based on
formula (6).
k
1
1
pi 
/
disi i 1 disi

(8)

B.

Furthermore, the missing values are evaluated in following
procedures. For each cluster, the proportion of records
containing missing values is estimated. If it is bigger than
given threshold
, all the records in this cluster will be
partition to other clusters based on formula(5).
Dis ( si , s j ) 

1 t
 ( I pre,i  I cur ,i )2
t i 1

If it is no bigger than given threshold , current results
are the final imputation values. Otherwise, the imputation
process is executed again.

Missing
value

1)

(7)

i 1

A.

EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

Experimental Design
In order to test the performance of the hybrid SAICI
algorithm, we compare it with four existing techniques namely

(6)
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FIMUS, FCM, DMI and EMI. All the experiments are
implemented on five well known data sets(Iris, Wine, Pima,
Yeast, and Housing), as shown in Table I, which are taken
from the UCI Machine Learning Repository.
TABLE I.

DATA SETS DESCRIPTION

Data Set

Records

Attributes

Classes

iris

150

4

3

wine

178

13

3

pima

768

8

2

yeast

1484

9

10

housing

506

14

null

(a) Iris data set

Each data attribute has a different domain and we want to
test the algorithms under equal conditions, so all the values in
different data sets are normalized to [0,1].
We carry out the experiments using the same machine, the
configuration of which is AMD Phenom™ II X4 945
processor with 3.00 GHz speed and 6G RAM. Each data set is
artificially regenerated to five data sets such that they have 3%,
6%, 9%, 12% and 15% missing value ratios respectively. And
two well-known evaluation criteria d 2 and RMSE are used to
assess the imputation accuracy. They are calculated as follows.
RMSE 

1
N

(9)

N

 (P  O )
i

(b) Wine data set

2

i

i 1

N


i1 ( Pi  Oi )2

d2  1   N
2
  i 1 (| Pi  O |  | Oi  O |) 

(10)
(c) Pima data set

N is the number of artificially created missing values, Oi

is the actual value of the ith artificially created missing value,
Pi is the imputed value of the ith missing value, and O is the
average of actual values. The value of d 2 can vary between 0
and 1, and a higher value indicates better resemblance. The
value of RMSE can range from 0 to  , and a lower value
indicates a better matching.
B.

Results and Discussions
Figure 2, Figure 3 and Table II present the results of the
comparative experiments for five algorithms. In this article,
the , and k are set as 0.0001, 75% and 30 respectively.
TABLE II.

(d) Yeast data set

AVERAGE EXECUTION TIME (IN SECONDS)

/s

SAICI

FIMUS

FCM

DMI

EMI

iris

0.448

1.184

0.237

3.683

0.173

wine

0.392

1.793

0.262

13.368

0.649

pima

3.469

317.248

0.894

414.786

2.674

yeast

16.257

1512.95

14.994

83.146

5.417

housing

1.654

8.277

0.401

86.542

2.885

(e) Housing data set
Figure 2. Performance of
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RMSE based on different Missing Ratios

TABLE III.

COMPARISION OF ALL RECORDS AND TOP k % IMPUTATION

RMSE
Data set

Iris

(a) Iris data set

Wine

(b) Wine data set

Pima

Yeast

(c) Pima data set
Housing

d2

(Lower value is better)

(Higher value is better)

All

30%

All

30%

3%

0.007

0.010

1.000

0.999

6%

0.021

0.022

0.998

0.998

9%

0.041

0.056

0.992

0.984

12%

0.064

0.063

0.980

0.981

15%

0.117

0.101

0.940

0.956

3%

0.034

0.027

0.992

0.995

6%

0.075

0.059

0.941

0.966

9%

0.098

0.083

0.920

0.945

12%

0.105

0.098

0.888

0.904

15%

0.133

0.112

0.820

0.884

3%

0.124

0.103

0.918

0.947

6%

0.142

0.122

0.888

0.921

9%

0.148

0.134

0.882

0.907

12%

0.155

0.140

0.866

0.893

15%

0.161

0.152

0.851

0.872

3%

0.098

0.087

0.938

0.952

6%

0.091

0.088

0.940

0.945

9%

0.091

0.089

0.943

0.947

12%

0.093

0.091

0.942

0.946

15%

0.094

0.109

0.940

0.922

3%

0.060

0.056

0.991

0.992

6%

0.098

0.076

0.979

0.988

9%

0.094

0.073

0.977

0.987

12%

0.112

0.087

0.970

0.982

15%

0.163

0.121

0.929

0.963

It can be seen from the experimental results that the
proposed algorithm SAICI has some advantages in both
imputation accuracy and execution time comparing to other
performed algorithms. Although the traditional EMI method
using the whole data set for data imputation has good time
performance, its accuracy is the lowest in all five tested
methods. On the contrary, the proposed method achieves the
best imputation accuracy. Another hybrid technique FIMUS,
also using all the records in data set for imputation, can fill in
the missing values efficiently. Meanwhile, its accuracy is
closest to SAICI for all the five data sets, and sometimes
higher than SAICI. But FIMUS is time consuming owing to its
high time complexity. However, the technique of this paper
can keep good time performance because of its linear time
complexity. As shown in Table II and Figure 2(a),2(d),
3(a),3(d), the two techniques FCM and DMI sometimes obtain
certain superiorities on account of the fact that they partition

(d) Yeast data set

(e) Housing data set
Figure 3. Performance of

Missing
Ratio

d 2 based on different Missing Ratios
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data set into small clusters before imputation. In that way, the
missing value can be imputed accurately because the most
similar items to it are selected in the cluster for imputation.
Yet they are easily affected by the accuracy of cluster or
classification results.

proposed method’s time complexity is O(n) , and its main
steps are all suitable for distributed framework. We can extend
it to imputation of incomplete big data in future.

The proposed method SAICI utilizes the incremental
clustering to classify data set, also the stacked auto-encode is
applied to guarantee the clustering accuracy. Furthermore, the
top k % nearest records are selected to impute missing values
in clusters, so that the imputation accuracy can be improved
significantly. To test this idea, we compare it with the
imputation using the whole data set based on RMSE and d 2 .
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